Black hole-torus powered by the spin energy of a Kerr black hole. Equivalence in poloidal topology to pulsar magnetospheres suggests a long-lived state in suspended accretion when the black hole spins rapidly. The rotational energy is released in several channels: baryon-poor jets along open flux tubes extending from the horizon to infinity, gravitational radiation from the torus, winds and, conceivably, neutrino emissions. Gravitational radiation is expected to be representative of the rotational energy of the black hole, exceeding the output along the open flux tube by some two orders of magnitude. LIGO/VIRGO detections can hereby provide us with a calorimetric test of Kerr black holes.
Introduction
Here, we review the formation of black hole-torus systems and their emissions as transient sources. We discuss their potential as inner engines to GRBs and LIGO [l]/VIRGO [6] sources of gravitational radiation.
Cosmological gamma-ray bursts and their lower energy afterglows are non-thermal emissions of a few hundred keV with a bi-modal distribution in durations of short bursts around 0.3 s and long bursts around 30 s [16] . This may derive from dissipation of ultrarelativistic baryon-poor jets 127, 311. Measured redshifts to individual bursts are of the order unity and the BATSE catalogue shows ( V / V, , , , ) = 0.338 to be distinctly less than the Euclidean value 112 [32] , which are consistent with their isotropic distribution in the sky [20] . GRBs derive from compact and energetic systems, which may harbor a black hole. Of particular interest are Kerr black holes, which can store up to about one-third of their total mass in rotational energy. The Raleigh criterion suggests that their rotational energy can be radiated away under favourable circumstances, since the specific angular momentum of radiation emanating from the horizon is at least twice that of the black hole. Black holes surrounded by a torus are expected to be luminous in baryon-poor jets along the axis of rotation and by radiation from the torus (see [36] for a review).
Black hole-torus systems may represent failed supernovae [40] , hypernovae [22] or black hole-neutron star coalescence [23] . The former indicates an association with star forming regions [3, 22] , suggesting that GRBs should be most frequent at aredshift z of 1-2. Remnants of GRBs may be found in some of the soft x-ray transients (SXTs) in our galaxy [4] , notably GRO 51655-40 [30] and V4641Sgr [21] . This association constrains the black hole mass in GRBs to about the observed values 3-14Mo. Events with individually measuredredhifts show a mean redshift corrected duration (TsO/(l + z)) 21 20 s (for long bursts). This relatively long life-time for a stellar mass black hole-torus system has been associated with the life-time of rapid spin of a black hole in a state of suspended accretion [34, 35] . In contrast, short bursts may be associated with magnetic regulated hyperaccretion onto slowly rotating black holes [35] .
The observed GRB/afterglow emissions represent baryon-poor jets potentially emitted by the Ken black hole. If so, then the recently determined true GRB-energy of about 3-5 x lo5' ergs [ l l , 26, 281 represents a minor fraction of 0.01% of the rotational energy Em, of a 7Mo black hole. This suggests that GRBs could be just the tip of the iceberg, with major emissions produced by Em, in as yet 'unseen' radiation. Indeed, the black hole horizon is expected to be active in all directions. In particular, equivalence in poloidal topology to pulsar magnetospheres indicates a high incidence of the black hole luminosity into the surrounding torus. The torus may reprocess this input into various channels, which may include gravitational radiation, winds and, when sufficiently hot, neutrino emissions.
We find that the energy output E,, in gravitational radiation forms a major fraction of the black hole output, which is potentially representative of its rotational energy Em,. This may be tested by the upcoming gravitational wave observatories LIGO/VIRGO. LIGO/VIRGO measurement of E,, promises a calorimetric test of Em, and, t of Kerr black holes as objects in Nature.
In section 2, we summarize some basic aspects of black hole plus disc or torus systems. A perspective on baryon poor jets from Kerr black holes as input to GRBs is given in section 3 and prospects for gravitational radiation from the torus as a LIGO/VIRGO source is discussed in section 4.
Black hole-torus systems
Black hole plus disc or torus systems may represent hypernovae or black hole-neutron star coalescence. The torus is magnetized with the remnant magnetic field from the progenitor star-fallback from the envelope of a massive star or as the debris of a neutron star. In the case of hypernovae with black hole formation in prompt collapse, we expect the black hole to be rapidly spinning subject to a minimum mass M of about 10MQ [35] . This constrains the black hole mass to a narrow range such as observedin soft x-ray transients. No such indicators are available for binary black holes with a neutron star companion.
Important parameters in black hole-torus systems are the masses M and m of the black hole and the torus, respectively, and the ratio u~/ u~ of kinetic energy to poloidal magnetic energy. While we may assume M = 3-14Mo, the latter two are presently not well constrained by either theory or observation. For a fiducial value of about 100 for uk/uB, a bi-modal distribution in durations occurs when m/M is small [35] . Long/short bursts hereby correspond to rapidly/slowly rotating black holes in, respectively, suspended and hyperaccretion states. The duration of long bursts is set by the life-time of rapid spin of the black hole, while the duration of short bursts is set by the time scale of accretion by magnetic regulated hyperaccretion.
The internal distribution of magnetic flux in a black hole-torus systems may be parametrized in terms of the fractions of the net flux 2nA supported by the torus. A fraction fH is brought into contact with the black hole, a fraction fw is associated with torus winds to infinity and a fraction f, is associated with inactive field lines confined to a toroidal 'bags' on and in co-rotation with the inner and outer faces of the toms. Thus, fH + fw 21 112 -1.
The fraction f j of magnetic flux in an open flux tube supported by the black hole satisfies f, 21 (f3;/4) fH. The flux between the black hole and the tom by a fraction fT of the horizon flux 2nAH =
The lowest energy state of the black hole
A black hole surrounded by a torus magnetosphere with net poloidal flux assumes an equilibrium magnetic moment [36] p> " aBJH (1) where a = JH/M denotes the specific angular mo the black hole with angular momentum JH and mass M. The magnetic moment (1) is no 'fourth hair' of the black hole, as it forms out of the three black hole parameters [7] . It agrees with the equilibrium charge qe -B JH of the black hole 110, 17, 411, and is analogous to the equilibrium charge on neutron stars [a] . This magnetic moment regulates a uniform and essentially maximal horizon flux at arbitrary rotation rates. Equivalence in poloidal topology to pulsar magnetospheres indicates a high incidence of the black hole luminosity into the inner face of the torus [34] . The net horizon luminosity LH is, correspondingly, the sum of the latter (LT) and that in open outflows (Lj) along the axis of rotation.
The suspeizded accretion state

\
The inner face of the torus with angular velocity receives energy and angular momentum from a rapidly rotating central black hole with equivalence in poloidal topology to pulsar magnetospheres: as does a pulsar when infinity rotates around it [39] . A geometrically thick torus hereby receives a high incidence of the black hole luminosity [5,34, 351, where fT denotes the fraction of poloidal horizon flux 2nAH that connects to the toms, and f i T and aH denote the angular velocities of the torus and the black hole, respectively.
We expect turbulent shear flow in the torus resulting from the powerful torques acting on it [34] . Upon re-radiation of the input from the black hole, the torus may reach a state of energy and angular momentum balance with this input from the black hole [35].
Gravitational radiation from the torus
The torus radiates energy and angular momentum in various channels, notably gravitational radiation, winds (e.g. Poynting flux-dominated and baryonic) and, when sufficiently hot, neutrino emissions.
The suspended accretion state is described by ratios 7 = G!T/ Q;~H given by 7-I = 1 + ( fw/ fHl21 h(eH/2) 1-I when gravitational radiation is small [351, and 7 = f i / ( a + fi + fi), where a, = 2 -2 fi, when gravitational radiation is sigmficant as the torus develops non-axisymmetries by dynamical and, potentially, radiative instabilities [37] . Indeed, a geometrically thick torus may be subject to the Papaloizou-Pringle instability [25] . When massive, it may be unstable to self-gravity and gravitational radiation, as in the ChandrasekharFriedman-Schutz instability or by radiation preferentially from the lumps of matter on the inner orbits. The resulting gravitational wave emissions could be quasi-periodic (QPO), reminiscent of QPOs in accretion discs in x-ray binaries, some of which have been attributed to general relativistic effects in orbital motions [33] . The potential significance of black holetorus systems as LIGO/VIRGO sources of gravitational radiation stems from a large fluence in gravitational waves [37] ,
at twice the Keplerian angular frequency of the torus, i.e. in the range of 1-2 kHz for black hole masses around 7Mo. In connection with GRBs, they are of interest in view of their frequent rate of occurrence [ l 11.
Power input to a differentially rotating gap
The black hole may support an open flux tube by (1) to infi are endowed with slip-slip boundary conditions on the horizon and infinity, described by asymptotically uniform angular velocities a+ and Q-, respectively. In the ultrarelativistic limit, the electric current is convective, described by the asymptotic charge-separationdensities associated with a h . Thus, slip-slip boundary conditions define current sources on the horizon [30] and at infinity [38] , which are linked by current continuity.
To be precise, the net current Iin the flux tube is defined by the component jr in the BoyerLindquist frame, I (S) = Is java dS for a cross section S. Here, v, = a&/ . , / -denotes the unit normal to the surface S : 4 = const. We have 4 (xa) = r for an element orthogonal to the axis of rotation. Note that on-axis, the Kerr-metric reduces to the line-element ds2 = -a2 dt2 + a-' dr2 with a redshift factor satisfying a2 = A/r2 + a 2 , A = r2 -2Mr + a2.
On-axis, we obtain forthe asymptotic null condition0 = j2 = gab ja jb = gtt(jt)' + grr(jr)', so that jr = &a2 j t . A f sign applies at infinitylon the horizon, whereby the current becomes continuous. The equilibrium charge density jt is determined by Maxwell's equations vbPb = 4n ja, where the electromagnetic field tensor Fab is represented by a vector potential A,. In axisymmetric and time-independent configurations, we have 3, = a+ = 0. The equilibrium charge-separation density describes equipotential flux surfaces in uniform rotation as seen in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. That is, At,+ = At,*(A+) and = !&(A+); a convenient gauge is A, = -aA+, describing Faraday-induced potentials relative to the axis of rotation. Thus, frame-dragging j3 arises in the equilibrium charge-separation density [2, 14, 361 a2 j' = -( a + j3)B/2n. (4) Here C2 = a + . Frame dragging decays from its maximum -j3 = f i H on the horizon to j 3 = 0 at infinity. The equilibrium charge density (4) is associated with a time-coordinate orthogonal to the Killing vector a+: the 'true' angular velocity of a flux surface is relative to a local zero-angular-momentum observer. Note that (4) reduces to the expression of [13] at infinity, where frame dragging vanishes.
Imposing current continuity on the net current, obtained by integration over the effective L .
Here, we invoke global current closure over an outer flux tube supported by a surrounding disc or torus with no-slip boundary conditions. The inner and outer flux tubes are considered to result from opening an ab initio closed loop which connects the black hole to the torus. 
Clustering and spread in outflows
The suspended accretion state is expected to result in a geometrically thick torus around the black hole. It will be in a state of super-and sub-Keplerian motion on its inner and outer faces, respectively, due to the powerful competing torques acting on it [34]. This promotes a radially slender and poloidally extended shape. When larger in scale-height than the black hole, the latter is expected to give rise to similar poloidal topology of the torus magnetosphere surrounding the black hole and hence similar half-opening angles OH of the open flux tube on the horizon. The narrow distribution of the observed solar mass black holes in SXTs then suggests similarly narrow distributions in black hole rotational energies EH released and fractions E j emitted along the openjux tube. For the estimate E, = 3-5 x lo5' erg (bi-polar outElows), we obtain
where E denotes the conversion efficiency of the bulk energy of the leptonic outlfow into gamma-rays. A fiducial value E = 0.15 appears to be reasonable for different models for GRB emissions from internal shocks [9, 12, 15, 241 . Efficiency might be enhanced by radiative viscosity mediated by a background radiation field [18] . High efficiencies could also arise in compact fireball models, where prompt GRB gamma-rays near the peak of the spectral energy distribution are produced on compact scales prior to acceleratio factors [19] . These considerations suggest that 1401 OH 21 35O may be reasonable, with smaller opening angles at higher effici
Collirnation of the open flux tube introduces a half-opening sphere, which is generally less than the half-opening angle OH on the horizon. Collimation of jets is not well understood. This may result from certain internal properties, or in combination with pressure in the environment. Here, the environment refers to the interstellar medium or, L e.g., a precursor wind in case of GRBs from hypernovae.
Collimation may derive from winds coming off the torus. In this event, we expect an opening angle Bj 21 Lj/Lw [19] expressed as the ratio of jet-to-wind luminosities with A$ = f j fH andL, 21 ~Q T A '~; .
Hence,Oj 2 2f2f2/f; (nH/QT). Fortheapproximately I .H Keplerian motion of a torus of major radius R, this glves
The fraction of magnetic flux fw is associated with disc winds driving accretion in the outer disc structure [35] . The fraction fw might exhibit variations, which could account for the observed diversity in beaming factors through (8) . If fH + f, 21 const, this further introduces apositive correlation between GRB duration and Bj ; if variations in fH and f,,, are uncorrelated (but subject to fH + fw = 112 -I), the GRB durations and Oj are uncorrelated. We note that the associated wind energies Ew 21 (2 fb)-'/'Ey~-' 21 5 x lo5' ergs (9) would be well below the energy deposition by the black hole into the toms. Collirnation by external parameters, such as static pressure in a GRB precursor wind or the interstellar medium leaves GRB durations and Bj uncorrelated. Summarizing, we may expect a positive correlation or no correlation, but not an anti-correlation to exist between T/(1+ z) and Bj.
Summary and conclusions
We have discussed the formation of astrophysical black hole-toms systems and the duration of their emissions in various channels. They may form in hypernovae or black hole-neutron star coalescence. For hypernovae, black holes possibly form in prompt collapse or accretioninduced collapse. In the former case, the black hole is rapidly spinning and is subject to a minimum mass, consistent with the relatively narrow mass range such as, observed in SXTs following the hypernovae proposal of [4] . In the latter case, the distribution of spin in the newborn black holes is not known; it might include slow to moderate rotation rates. We propose to identify long/short bursts with systems in suspended/hyperaccretion states. Their durations are set, respectively, by the life-time of rapid spin of the black hole and the time of magnetic regulated accretion of the surrounding matter. We emphasize that the black hole should interact over all horizon opening angles: in outflows along its axis of rotation and onto the inner face of the toms. The former results from differential frame dragging on open flux tube supported by the equilibrium magnetic moment of the black hole; the latter operates by equivalence in poloidal topology to pulsar magnetospheres. A high incidence of the black hole luminosity into the inner face of the toms introduces turbulent shear from competing torques by emissions in various channels. These are, notably, gravitational radiation, winds and, when sufficiently hot, neutrino emissions.
A fraction E,,/E,, 21 5% of the rotational energy Em, is radiated in gravitational waves, which is potentially representative for the rotational energy of the black hole. This contrasts with the energy output in baryon poor jets which, according to the true GRB energies, represent a minor fraction of about 0.01% of Em,. GRBs, therefore, may provide us with an opportunity for true calorimetry on the rotational energy of Kerr black holes, upon successful LIGO/VDRGO detections of E,, . The recently inferred beaming factor indicates an intrinsic GRB rate of about lo6 events per year. As a potential inner engine to GRBs, this points towards LIGO/VIRGO detections at a rate of about 1 per year within a distance D = 100 Mpc.
A geometrically thick toms suggests a standard poIoidaI structure of the toms magnetosphere around the black hole. The recently inferred true GRB energies hereby indicate a roughly standard opening angle OH 21 35" of open flux tubes on the horizon. This may serve as a limit to the observed opening angles B j . The potential association with SXTs suggests a black hole mass range M = 3-14Ma, consistent with the observed narrow distribution in GBR energies. Collimation by external parameters, such as static pressure in a GRB precursor wind and the interstellar medium, or by toms winds may give rise to a positive correlation or no correlation, but not an anti-correlation between the GRB duration and the observed opening angle.
